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Here we are, smack in the middle of the third Industrial Revolution, 
an era defined by the transition from real, material stuff to data and 

computational capacity. And as technological advancements change the 
way we design and build and the large workforces of yesteryear are being 
replaced by machines, now is as good a time as any to ask: What place is 
there still, if any, for objects in this new, transient world? 

Siim Tuksam and Sille Pihlak, curators of Estonia’s 2015 Tallinn 
Architecture Biennale, “Body Building,” are tackling this issue, and they 
invited 10 participants to design small-scale installations that respond to 
the following question: What are the current infrastructures that operate 
around us, and how are they sustained and transformed by data? 

With his project Scye, Igor Siddiqui prioritizes the ecology of objects 
over their singularity. Just as the systems of the human body operate both 
independently and as an interconnected network, so, Siddiqui argues, 
should the objects that we design — especially if they are to survive and be 
relevant in an ever-changing world. 

Seamless 
Ecology 
by Kory Bieg
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Opening Spread This 
interior rendering of one 
of eight 3-D-printed 
structures investigates 
sleeve-like conditions in 
architecture.
This page This series 
of diagrams explains inter-
relationships among forms, 
the result of which is a 
system of objects that is 
fully customized but also 
materially efficient. 
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The second Industrial Revolution was about standardization, and the 
third turns that on its head, a notion that Siddiqui’s project hammers 
home. The dawn of the digital revolution put an end to mass produc-
tion and replaced it with mass customization — the promise that parts 
no longer have to be self-similar, but that every piece can vary without 
a corresponding decrease in manufacturing speed and an increase in 
time or money. To embrace this ethos, Scye was designed foremost as a 
parametric system, a relational model of interconnected objects in which 
each object’s behavior affects and is affected by another. Scye is but one 
instance of a number of iterations the system could have produced. 

Though the objects that make up Scye are beautifully crafted in 
their own right, the shipping envelope drives the project: Scye is per-
fectly bound. Siddiqui takes the mundane but ever-present conundrum 
that plagues every designer — how to ship a fragile, large-scale installa-
tion overseas and with limited funds — and uses it as an opportunity to 
showcase his idea.

Scye is all about its packaging. Its bulk is a set of eight unfolded 
20-in-by-20-in-by-20-in volumes (a standard dimension for international 
shipping). Reminiscent of bookmatched wood veneer, each volume is sliced 
through the middle, revealing two halves of a puzzle. Siddiqui cuts the 
volumes asymmetrically, so that no two halves are exact mirror images. 
When arranged in a group, the cut halves form a differentiated terrain 
from which additional objects are derived.

These objects, which include a series of 3-D printed forms and bioplastic 
vaults, seem to be independent, but are entirely wed to the terrain of the 
unfolded volumes by means of a computational script that uses the geometry 
of the cut surface as each object’s genesis. Any change to the form of the 
surface affects the form of each new geometry.

The terrain created by the eight unfolded volumes is divided down the 
middle by the first of the new objects, a segmented vaulting form made of 
bioplastic. This form is cast directly from molds formed by the cut of each 
volume, yet the elasticity of the material allows the cast to take a bent, 

The set of 16 custom blocks serves as packaging and 
forms a landscape-like base for the installation.
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vaulted form when tacked to the surface of the unfolded volume. Thus, it is 
the material’s behavior that becomes the sole parameter differentiating the 
form of the vault from the form of the surface at the cut line.

Siddiqui delves deeper into material behavior in his design of the 3-D 
printed forms scattered across the terrain of his piece. The prints are made of 

a rigid, perforated plastic that reveals a skeletal structure of intersecting cones. 
While these models are the most object-like of the installation, they are also 
products of the relational model Siddiqui used for the unfolded volumes of the 
terrain, highlighting the great diversity he is able to achieve with his digital script.

In the end, it is the seam between the container and the objects that is 
the heart of the project. Scye, a term used by garment-makers to identify 
the seam between sleeve and body, is the moment when a system’s material 
and formal topologies meet. Siddiqui’s Scye is an almost seamless seam; 
what variance exists between components is mitigated through the material’s 
performance and its tailor’s craft. 

In response to the biennale theme, Siddiqui offers a next step in the evolution 
of mass production — that is, material customization. By using a system-
atic model coupled with a variety of material behaviors, Scye proposes a 
new model for an ecology of objects that can be wildly different and yet 
produced from the same mold. Scye is an end product of a design process, 
but also a suggestion of how we can marry material performance and form 
with a new and ultimately more progressive approach to sustainable design.

Kory Bieg is founding principal of OTA+. 

Just as the systems of  the human body operate both 
independently and as an interconnected network, 
so should the objects that we design — especially 
if  they are to survive and be relevant in an ever-
changing world.

Right top and bottom 

The bioplastic surface of 
the monolithic 3-D-
printed models of sleeve 
morphologies produces 
intricate shadow patterns 
within. 
Facing page The instal-
lation at the Estonian 
Museum of Architecture 
was accompanied by 
digital projections of the 
project’s animations, 
drawings, and renderings.
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